TOUGHER.
SMARTER.
QUICKER.

A DIVISION OF

The manure spreader engineered for any size operation.

DUTCH
INDUSTRIES
INGENUITY.
NORTH
AMERICAN
QUALITY.
Producers know and trust us to deliver the hardest
working and most effective agricultural products in
the industry. We’ve been listening to what they need and
delivering the right solution since 1952.
After producers explained their challenges handling
manure under a variety of extreme weather and field
conditions, we designed a manure spreader addressing
their biggest concerns: affordability, load capacity, ease of
use, maintenance, maneuverability, spread consistency and
uniformity. This is the result.
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BIOSPREADER 7020PTX

TESTED.
TRIED.
TRUSTED.
Ongoing R&D Testing

WHAT PRODUCERS SAY
the (BioSpreader) is superior
“ Itofind
the leading competitors in many
ways important to me such as
handling large pieces of frozen
material and rocks, minimal
adjusting, a consistent quality
spread and a much heavier and
robust design.

“

TYLER SMITH
Approximately 1,200 Cattle
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7020 PTX
BRINGING HEAVY-DUTY TO THE NEXT LEVEL.
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FEATURES

ADJUSTABLE
PADDLES
Allow large objects to
pass through without
permanent damage to
the beater flighting.

Our new BioSpreader PTX brings heavy duty
to the next level. While other manufacturers
use mild steel flighting, the PTX is built with
ARQT™ steel to prevent sagging and deformity
over extended use. Our live floor has a 3/4”
grade 80 logging chain with a higher breaking
strength, and the 3 adjustable paddles at the
bottom of each beater allow large objects to
pass through without permanent damage to

ROCK TESTED
Robust beater design proven
with rock ejection test to ensure
strength and durability. See the
video at BioSpreader.com

the beater flighting.

FLOOR CHAIN
Heavy duty 3/4”
grade 80 floor chains
for extra strength
and durabilty that
can unload within
90 seconds.

ARQT™ STEEL
Prevents steel flighting from
sagging or deformity over
extended use.
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STEADY AS
SHE GOES.
INNOVATIVE VERTICAL BEATER
SYSTEM DELIVERS ROCK-STEADY
PERFORMANCE, UNIFORM SPREAD
AND EASY CLEAN UP.
We listened to what producers said would improve performance and utility in a manure
spreader. Many features are a direct result of their input: lower sides for easier loading,
longer hitch for a tighter turning radius, and engineered to be towed by a smaller

Heavier gauge steel and
robust construction for
more durable, trouble-free
performance.

tractor or truck, to name a few.
But our biggest advances are tough, thick gauge steel construction, more reinforcement
and shock absorption for key areas like beaters and gearboxes, and extra and wider
paddles added to the vertical stack to improve consistency and uniform distribution.
We also made the beater system easily detachable so you can use the trailer for other
applications for your specific operation.

Can also be used as
a forage wagon and
bedding spreader.

The BioSpreader easily manages bales so you can use it to quickly spread bedding.
Prototype field testing by a wide range of livestock producers, with wet and dry manure,
and in extreme weather conditions, the BioSpreader is setting the new gold standard. For
more information visit BioSpreader.com
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The 3-in-1 Gearbox
handles impacts from solid
objects and materials.

WHAT PRODUCERS SAY
one look and I knew the
“ Just
BioSpreader would be good.
Thicker abrasion-resistant
teeth are significantly
harder than regular steel
so they last longer and can
be swiftly replaced.

Easily removable beater
assembly lets you use the
trailer for hauling rocks or
anything else.
A double shear spike
retainer plate ensures
teeth won’t break

The addition of two sets of
extra paddles at the base of the
assembly catch anything missed
by the main beaters. They’re also
wider to aid in a more uniform,
consistent distribution.

With Dutch’s past experience
building spreaders, I knew the
BioSpreader would be a well
thought out and an overbuilt
unit that would last and stand
up to years of service.

“

are a few big advantages:
“ There
the affordability for high
quality, the low load height
for our smaller skid steer,
better weight distribution for
our smaller tractor, and that
the beaters are very easy to
take on and off for us to use
the spreader as a wagon to
transport manure. I was very
happy with the quality and
the excellent coverage of the
spreader.

“

DAVE HAEFLIGER
Owns one BioSpreader 7020PT
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FEATURES
90-SECOND UNLOAD
Live floor gives the option to
unload all of its material in as little
as 90 seconds.

SUPERIOR FIELD FINISH
Vertical beaters and extra paddles
result in a more uniform and
consistent spreading pattern.

TIGHTER TURNING RADIUS
Longer hitch allows for a tighter turning
radius for best maneuverability in corrals.

PATENTED,
REPLACEABLE
TEETH
Thicker abrasion-resistant
teeth are significantly
harder than regular steel
so they last longer and can
be swiftly replaced.
Unique double-shear tooth
retainer (patent pending).
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PRODUCER TESTIMONIAL

“

The reasons we chose to buy two BioSpreaders instead of
one larger machine was because of the increased operational
flexibility. The BioSpreader gets through the gates of our pens
well, much simpler to load, and light weight which creates less
damaging soil compaction, and they run quicker in the field.
Having two machines also allows us to be more efficient and
productive because we can haul faster with two spreaders and
stagger the fills. This allows time for clean up in the pens,
feed bunks, fence line, etc. Also, if there is a breakdown of
one machine, everything stops. With having two machines,
we have one still hauling. We also realized the fact that
purchasing two machines versus one larger was not much
different in price.

CURTIS RIEMER
Owns two BioSpreader 7020PT spreaders
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SIDE EXTENSIONS
The BioSpreader has an all heavy-duty design, can be simultaneously loaded by Track Hoe and
Skid Steer, and has patented replaceable teeth, tighter turning radius for best maneuverability,
and a uniform and consistent spreading pattern.
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10” SIDE WALL EXTENSIONS
(OPTIONAL)
10” side wall extensions
made of 3/16” durable steel
increases max capacity by 25%
and remains easily loadable.

WHAT PRODUCERS SAY
beaters, spikes, spike
“ The
mounts and lower paddles
are heavier and more robust
allowing me to spread frozen
product and rocks which I
currently can’t do.

“

SCOTT GEHLEN
Approximately 135 Cattle

BIGGER LOAD
DONE QUICKER
Producers wanted more, and we gave them more.
We’ve designed sidewall extensions to increase
the capacity of the BioSpreader by 25% so
producers could load more and be even more
efficient. Built with durable 3/16” thick steel,
these extensions can handle a greater load and
can help producers get the job done quicker.

Check out more of the BioSpreader at
BioSpreader.com
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SPECIFICATIONS
7020 PT

7020 PTX

BEATERS
Number of Teeth

32 - Mild Steel

32 - ARQT™ Hardened Steel

Fixed Paddles

8

8

Bolt-On Paddles

2

6

Flighting Thickness

3/8” Mild Steel

3/8” ARQT™ Hardened Steel

Chain Sprockets

Mild Steel

ARQT™ Hardened Steel

Chain

1/2” Grade 80

3/4” Grade 80

Slats Per Apron

22

23

APRON
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WHAT PRODUCERS SAY
BETTER MANEUVERABILITY
Longer, better-balanced hitch
provides tighter turning radius
in corrals and restricted spaces.

INCREASED VISIBILITY
Front bar spacing allows
for swift gate adjustment.

MAX CAPACITY
12 ton capacity, can be towed with 120 hp
tractors ideal for any size operation.
14 ton capacity units with side extensions
installed require 170 hp tractors.

TESTED MAX CAPACITY &
ESTIMATED MASS:
LOW MAINTENANCE
Zinc primer with powder coated
finish means easier cleaning.

WITHOUT EXTENSIONS:
Capacity: 450 cubic ft
Estimated mass:
12 tons/24,000 lbs
WITH EXTENSIONS:
Capacity: 540 cubic ft
Estimated mass:
14.25 tons/28,500 lbs

like the spread quality of the
“ I(BioSpreader)
over the leading
competitors when spreading
chicken manure. It’s more uniform
with a wider spread.
SCOTT GEHLEN

“

Cattle & Chicken Manure Spreader

ADJUSTABLE CHAIN SPEED
Reversible and hydraulic driven for easier
changes to application rate or to slow feed to the
beaters. Uses less horsepower.

EASIER LOADING
Lower profile makes
it swift and easy to load
with a skid steer.
COMPLETE CLEANING
Empties loads completely with no
leftovers to clean out later.

SMOOTHER RIDE
Rugged tandem walking axle delivers
smoother ride, less compaction, and
better flotation over tough terrain.
Superior structural integrity handles
extreme impacts.

GREATER DURABILITY
Stronger, thicker beaters assembly, tougher
paddles, and abrasion-resistant replaceable steel
teeth protects flighting.

CONSISTENT, UNIFORM FIELD FINISH
Extra paddles below flighting ensure
consistency and improve spread.

QUALITY TIRES
High quality flotation tires as opposed to
implement tires used by competition offer less
compaction and flats.
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REV#

DATE

DESCRIPTION

STATUS
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G

B

H
F

E
A
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MACHINING TOLERANCES

MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES
DRILL

DUTCH INDUSTRIES LIMITED
DESCRIPTION: 7020PT MY2019
MATERIAL: As Per BOM

SCALE: 1:18
DRAWN BY:

DATE:

3 YEAR

DIMENSIONS
+ OPTIONS

LIMITED
WARRANTY

PTO REQUIREMENTS

DIMENSIONS
Overall
Length

Dimensions in inches.

Walking Axle
550/45 22.5 Tires

Overall
Height

Overall
Width

Overall
Inside
Width

Hitch
Height

Loading
Height

Loading
Height
WITH
EXTENSIONS

Box
Inside
Length

Box
Inside
Height

Box
Inside
Height
WITH
EXTENSIONS

A

B

C

D

E

F

-

G

H

-

321.0

119

127.0

72.5

19.0

74.8

84.8

197

33.0

43.0

TOTAL WEIGHT
Without Extensions

14,315 LBS

TOTAL WEIGHT
With Extensions

14,600 LBS

Standard Unit

120 HP

Standard Unit
+ Side Wall
Extensions

170 HP

(without extensions)

MORE AFFORDABLE
MORE EFFICIENT
Producer comments include discovering they
can purchase two BioSpreaders for around the

OPTIONS
Side Extension
Package

10" high

Light Package

Tail light package

Bolt-On Paddles

Lower beater paddles (standard on 7020 PTX)

1000 PTO
Shaft Options

1 3/8" Z21 PTO or 1 3/4" Z20 PTO

same price or less than a single, larger unit
from the competition. Lighter and more agile,
they move faster on the highway and from
field to field, saving time over the larger units
requiring larger tractors.

See the BioSpreader in action at
BioSpreader.com
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CONTACT
DETAILS
HEAD OFFICE
Dutch Industries Ltd.
P.O. Box 568 - 500 Portico Drive
Pilot Butte, SK, Canada S0G 3Z0
1.800.663.8824
306.781.4820
Fax 306.781.4877
sales@dutchopeners.com
BioSpreader.com

CANADIAN TERRITORY
MANAGERS
Northern Alberta
& British Columbia
Chris Lupul
Cell 780.632.1919
clupul@dutchopeners.com
Southern Alberta
Terence Peatman
Cell 403.501.1998
tpeatman@dutchopeners.com
Northern Saskatchewan
& Northern Manitoba
Connor Bohachewski
Cell 306.921.7715
cbohachewski@dutchopeners.com
Southern Saskatchewan
& Southern Manitoba
Andrew Sanderson
Cell 306.551.7171
asanderson@dutchopeners.com

USA TERRITORY MANAGERS
USA Eastern
Tom Wible – North Central US
Cell 605.360.4385
twible@dutchopeners.com
USA Western
Terence Peatman – North West US
Cell 403.501.1998
tpeatman@dutchopeners.com

